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ABSTRACT 

The expansion coefficient of a thin layer of low-expansivity cement has been 

measured, just above room temperature, and found to be 1.9 xlO"^ /°K. The thermal 

expansion uniformity has been measured for a recent melt of zerodur. The variation of the 

expansion coefficient between two samples initially 42 mm apart in the ingot varied from 

3.43 ± 2% to 6.33 ± 6% xlO"9 /°K over a range of 296 to 272°K. 

On the basis of the above measurements, we believe that the present accuracy of our 

differential expansion measurements is one part in 10^. The limiting factor is our ability to 

align the samples precisely, which gives an uncertainty in the frequency measurement. 
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CHAPTER 1 

THERMAL EXPANSION COEFFICIENT MEASUREMENTS 

Introduction 

The coefficient of thermal expansion (« = ^/j at ) f°r various materials has been 

measured at the University of Arizona by Professor Jacobs and his coworkers. The technique 

they have developed is limited in accuracy only by the stability of a stable laser [Jacobs, 

Bradford, and Berthold, 1970]. As an extension of this research, they developed a technique 

for measuring the expansion difference between two samples [Jacobs, Shough, and Connors, 

1984]. This differential technique was no longer limited by laser stability. However, the limit 

of this A* technique was not determined at that time. In response to the demands of several 

recent high-precision experiments, we have had to analyze the factors which limit our 

accuracy. We now report on two experiments which demonstrate the limiting accuracy of our 

Act technique. 

The first experiment involves measuring the thermal expansivity of a thin layer of 

cement. On occasion we have had to use a cement to attach mirrors to samples while testing 

them, and we have needed to correct our data for the expansivity of the cement. In the 

literature we found very few values of expansivity for cements, and none of the listed 

materials had low expansivities ( < 10"^/°K). We therefore proceeded to choose a likely 

candidate for a low-expansivity cement, and evaluate its expansion coefficient. Since cement 

layers are necessarily very thin, we are dealing with thermal expansions of only a few 

angstroms, which explains the dearth of previous measurements in the literature. 

Unfortunately, neither of our techniques is really appropriate for measurement of thin 
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samples. Both are restricted to handling samples of only one particular length. Despite the 

inappropriateness of our existing method, we decided to use the equipment on hand to try to 

evaluate the cement's expansivity. This can be done, at the expense of considerable accuracy, 

by filling most of our fixed sample length with a previously measured sample, and then 

adding the cement as the difference variable. The expansivity of the fixed sample must be 

known with great accuracy, in order that the expansion difference caused by the cement can be 

detected. The high accuracy necessary for this experiment forced us to push the differential 

technique close to its accuracy limits. 

The second challenging measurement involves measuring the thermal expansion 

uniformity of zerodur, a low-expansion glass ceramic. E.g.; measuring the difference 

between the expansivity of two zerodur samples selected from adjacent locations in a large 

zerodur mirror blank. The inhomogeneities in a low-expansion material are very small, and 

therefore hard to detect. So while seemingly a straightforward experiment, in reality this must 

be a highly precise measurement. 

Both these experiments push our differential technique close to its limits. As part of 

these experiments, we must consider what factors can limit us and how to minimize their 

effects. As a result of this analysis, we conclude that we are exploring the practical limit of 

our experimental technique. 

Other A« Techniques 

Many methods exist for determining the coefficient of thermal expansion. However, 

when information on the homogeneity of a material is desired, a A* technique is usually 

preferred. Many modern materials are quite homogeneous, and the expansion differences in 

the material wash out in the uncertainties of comparing two or more <x measurements. 
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One technique is the sandwich seal method [Hagy, 1973]. Alternate layers of 

different glasses are fused together. When the temperature is changed, the strain due to the 

differential expansion can be observed, from which the differential expansion can be 

interpreted. This has an accuracy of 1.5 x 10" ̂ /°K, but has the disadvantage of requiring 

additional knowledge of the glass being tested. 

Another high-precision method is a capacitance technique [Kroeger, 1977], The 

sample is used as a dielectric in a capacitor, with the plates against the sample. As the sample 

expands, the plates are separated, which changes the capacitance. The capacitance difference 

between two samples may also be measured. This has an accuracy of 10" ̂ /°K, or 0.1%. 

Another interferometric technique uses a Priest interferometer [Plummer and Hagy, 

1978]. The two samples are placed as spacers between a pair of optical flats. Any differential 

expansion will shift the fringes. However, this is a less precise method, with an accuracy of 

14 x 10"8/°K. 

Our Aa Technique 

This section gives a brief but necessary background to the thermal expansion work 

done here at the University of Arizona. We show how the A« technique was derived from our 

a technique, and the reasoning behind it. A brief description of the physical layout is also 

included, to illustrate the technique better. This will enhance the understanding of the 

uncertainties and errors in the technique when they are discussed in Chapter 2. 

Background on « Technique 

Professor Jacobs began conducting thermal expansion coefficient («) measurements 

when Owens-Illinios asked him to perform high precision measurements on Cervit. This new 

material of theirs had a low a, and so several of the more conventional techniques could not be 

used. Over the years our technique has been refined to the following procedure: We 
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configure the sample as a hollow ten centimeter tube, about three centimeters in diameter. We 

then optically contact two mirrors onto the ends of the sample, creating a Fabry-Perot 

resonator. The sample is then placed in a cryostat, which has the inner chamber evacuated. 

The sample/resonator will now transmit light of frequencies 

"m = mc/2L (D 

where c is the speed of light, m is the number of half-wavelengths that span the cavity 

(= 1,2,3,...), and L is the distance between the two mirrors (essentially the length of the 

sample). 

The length L was chosen originally to be 10 cm, because that is the typical sample 

length tested in the glass industry. We eventually refined the technique by matching the 

curvature of the mirrors to the sample length so that we obtained the special case of a confocal 

resonator. For this case the frequency spacing of the off-axis modes is exactly one-half the 

spacing of the axial modes, whose frequencies are given by equation (1). This effectively 

alters m, so that it now has values of ^2,1, ^2 •••> so that we seem to measure a sample of 

twice the length as what we really have. With the 10 cm sample length, the frequency spacing 

is 750 MHz. This is less than the bandwidth of the HeNe laser (-1700 MHz), and so we can 

easily find a resonance as the sample length changes. By using the confocal case, we have 

restricted ourselves to a specific sample length. If we change that length by more than a few 

tenths of a percent, the modes no longer line up on top of each other, making consistent 

frequency measurements difficult. 

The resonant frequencies of the cavities are measured with a tuneable HeNe laser 

and a lockin amplifier, as described later in the Experimental Setup section. To find the 

coefficient of thermal expansion,«, take the derivative of equation (1) to obtain 

dv = - (mc/2)dL/L2 . (2) 
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Now, we approximate by saying that we can use the difference between our starting 

and ending frequencies as the derivative d», changing it to Ac. Then if we divide by equation 

(1) we obtain 

= - AL/l (3) 

where AL is the length change of the sample, and Aw is the corresponding change in 

frequency. We can then define the coefficient of thermal expansion to be 

« = ^LAT = ~ ^vAT ' (4) 

where AT is a thermal change of the sample leading to the change in length of the sample. 

Background of A* 

We see that the errors in the determination of the coefficient of thermal expansion 

arise from the uncertainties in ^lv and AT. It was found experimentally that AT becomes 

important in comparison work [Jacobs and Shough, 1981]. When trying to compare the 

expansivity of two samples, the ability to return to the same temperatures for each data set 

affects the results. To eliminate this problem, Professor Jacobs, Dean Shough, and Cliff 

Connors constructed a Ax cryostat to perform homogeneity studies on T08E [Jacobs, 

Shough, and Connors, 1984], 

The cryostat encases two samples in the same copper block. Each sample is again a 

Fabry-Perot resonator, with a separate tunable laser locked to each one. From Appendix A, 

we see that the difference between the thermal expansion coefficients is 

A« = cq-a2 = ^b/^T » (5) 

where Af^ is the difference between the two beat frequencies. Note that unlike the « 

experiments, here each beat frequency f^ is the difference frequency formed from the 
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combination of two variable frequencies. Since each resonator has more than one 

resonant frequency in the laser bandwidth, we can obtain several beat frequencies. Some of 

these disappear as the sample length changes, so all of them must be recorded. 

In some cases, we may want to know the sign of Aa. To accomplish this, we must 

first define one of our samples to be in chamber 2. The tunable laser frequency for sample 2 

is manually increased, and the change in the beat frequency is noted. An increase in the beat 

frequency defines the frequency as positive, while a decrease defines it as negative. In other 

words, we have defined the beat frequency as ^ - v2- Then Af^ = Aw2 - A^, which defines 

Aa as - «2. Now as we plot f^, the slope is proportional to Aa. This differs from our 

plots of«, and has to do with the fact that fj, and Ax are defined oppositely with respect to 

each other. Note that this does not give trie signs ofcq and «2. If Aa > 0, we may have one 

of the following three cases: cq > «2 > 0, cq > 0 > «2> or 0 > «1 > «2-

The Aa technique is necessary when conducting homogeneity studies of high 

expansion materials, and for high accuracy work. Our cryostats have a temperature 

reproducibility of about 1/2 °K. For high-expansion materials, this means that the data sets 

from separate runs in the a cryostat would show vastly different frequency shifts with 

temperature changes, overwhelming the accuracy limit set by the stable laser. This 

comparitive technique measures <x \ - «2, effectively a "material" of low to middle 

expansivity, so the temperature uncertainty no longer scatters the data. For high accuracy 

work, the Aa method eliminates the limit set by the stable laser. The purpose of this research 

was, in part, to find the new limit on our accuracy. 



Experimental Setup 

We show the physical layout of the Aa setup in Figures 1 and 2. As shown in 

Figure 1, we direct a portion of beam onto a detector, while the remainder passes through the 

sample. The beams which are split off are combined together so that they give two beat 

frequencies, one an additive and one a difference term. The photodiode can register the latter, 

which is displayed on a spectrum analyzer. This portion is purely a measuring circuit, and is 

not used for obtaining the resonance frequencies. 

Mirror Beamsplitter Laser 1 

\ / 

Detector 

Laser 2 Polarizer 

Figure 1. Vertical View of Aa Setup 

The lasers are tuned by use of piezo-electric transducers. These are cemented onto 

the laser cavity. When voltage is applied, the transducers change their length. This stretches 

or compresses the laser tube (depending on the polarity of the applied voltage), which changes 

the laser frequency within the gain curve. We use HeNe lasers operating at the 632.8 nm line, 

which are left permanently on, so that the cavities are thermally fairly stable. The tubes are 

short (~25 cm) so that we only have two strong laser lines, orthogonally polarized, separated 
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by 550 MHz. We eliminate one polarization from each laser to avoid extra beat frequencies. 

This means that we must mount enough PZTs on the laser to tune the remaining line across 

the entire bandwidth. 

Figure 2 shows a side view of the cryostat. This illustrates the copper block which 

houses the samples, the liquid nitrogen chamber, the insulation, and the detectors. These 

detectors are photomultiplier tubes which are part of the electrical feedback circuit which 

locks the laser to the resonant frequencies of the cavity. 

The electrical feedback loop is shown in Figure 3. The laser is initially hand-tuned 

to the resonant frequency, by connecting the detector output to an oscilloscope and searching 

for an output that rises above the noise level. Then the lockin amplifier can take over. It 

dithers its output voltage slightly about the voltage necessary to keep the laser on resonance 

with the cavity. Since the laser goes on and off resonance with the cavity, the detector sees an 

oscillatory signal. The lockin then matches the detector output to its internal dither signal. 

This allows the lockin to adjust the dc voltage to the PZTs so that the laser frequency varies 

about the cavity resonance even as the resonance changes. 
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/\ /\ < Detectors (PMTs) 

< Glass 

Vacuum 

Figure 2. Side Viev of Aa Cryostat 



Input Signal Lockm 
Amplifier 

Reference Signal 
— (Dither) — 

ww— 

Potentiometer 
Detector op-amp 

0- 1000 volts 
to PZT (laser) 

+ 6.2 volts 

Figure 3. Electrical Feedback Loop for a Sample. 
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CHAPTER 2 

SOURCES OF ERROR IN A« 

In order to measure the differential expansion between two samples accurately, we 

needed to identify the sources of error in our experimental apparatus. They divide into two 

groups, the experimental and the theoretical errors. The experimental errors cannot be 

corrected, and therefore show up as uncertainties in our measurements. The theoretical errors 

are true errors, as they are potentially correctable. 

Experimental Sources of Error 

The two variables in these « and A* experiments are frequency and temperature, 

and hence are the major sources of error. The temperature is the independent variable, and so 

it has problems with trying to return to the same temperature point and the accuracy of the 

reading. It also has problems with uniformity, of having all parts of the sample at the same 

temperature. The frequency, being the dependent variable, has only the problem of the 

determination of its value. However, this is not a minor task, due to alignment and equipment 

difficulties. 

Temperature 

Major temperature gradients and instabilities are eliminated by encasing both samples 

in the same copper block. The vacuum is our main insulation for the samples, to keep room 

temperature variations from affecting the measurements. The copper block distributes the heat 

to achieve a constant temperature throughout the samples. Some instability may remain due to 

imperfections in the temperature controller electronics, but after a long period of time 

(5-6 hours) at a single temperature any fluctuations should be minor. The temperature sensor 
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used for this control is located in the center of the base of the copper block. Its radially 

symmetric location should ensure that all radial gradients are even, but it cannot judge axial 

gradients. Two sources for gradients exist. The block is heated solely from its outer surface, 

which gives an inward gradient. Second, the supports for the block touch the cryostat 

surface, giving a vertical gradient. The heat sink effect of the supports is minimized just 

above room temperature, where the cryostat walls do not act as a serious heat sink. When 

using coolant, the axial gradient may become stronger. However, like the inward gradients 

due to the method of heating, they too should be minor if several hours are spent at a single 

temperature, letting the thermal conductivity of the copper pull everything to equilibrium. 

Placing the sample in a vacuum is important for two other reasons besides its 

qualities as an insulator. The more important of these is the changes of the cavity resonant 

frequencies due to the index of refraction of air. With air in the sample chamber, the resonant 

frequencies change with the air pressure. For the HeNe 632.8 nm line, the change can be 

calculated to be just under 0.2 MHz per millitorr. So, we keep the pressure as low as 

possible, between ten to twenty millitorr. The presence of air also allows acoustic 

resonances, where the sample will pick up sound vibrations in the air. This would cause 

frequency jitter in the instantaneous frequency measurements. 

Frequency Measurement 

Elimination of the errors from the measurement of the beat frequency is the more 

difficult task. The errors can arise from: 1) misalignment of the Fabry-Perot resonators, 2) 

problems with detection of the signal by the lockin amplifier, and 3) the actual reading of the 

data. 

If the Fabry-Perot is misaligned, we could measure the frequency for a slightly 

longer sample than intended. Then, over a series of measurements, we might measure the 

resonant frequencies of different portions of the cavity at different temperatures. This 
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problem can only be eliminated by using a consistent method of alignment. To do this, we 

simply use the two back reflections of the laser beam off of the Fabry-Perot mirrors. These 

can be centered on the input beam, to within 2 mm at a distance of one meter from the 

Fabry-Perot. The theoretical frequency shift due to this effect can be calculated from the 

equations given by Hercher [Hercher, 1968] as applied by Berthold in his PhD thesis 

[Berthold, 1976]. Consulting Figure 4, we define r to be radius of the diffraction limited spot 

size on the minor (about 0.1 mm), r^ and r2 to be the radii to the misaligned spots, L to be the 

cavity length, and d to be the deviation from the correct cavity length. We then write the 

round-trip path length for the aligned case as 

A1 = A + + 4(L + d) (6) 

L3 L2 

and for the misaligned case as 

+ 2diriL±l2^ + 4(L + d) (7) 
L3 L2 

We can now find the frequency difference between an aligned and misaligned cavity. 

To do this, use the two round-trip path lengths as AOPD = Aj - A2, assume that * = 5 xlO14 

and that rj = r2 = 0.5 mm, to see that 

Av ~ 5/4(102 - 6x104) + 5d(107 - 2.5xl08) Hz, (8) 

which means that the we need the cavity to be machined very close to the correct length. If the 

length error is 0.001 inches, we get a shift of <0.08 MHz due solely to the spot size, but a 

3 MHz shift due to the cavity length error plus the misalignment. Normally, we should be 

able to align q and r2 to within 1/2 of this, to 0.2 mm. But, we may have up to a 0.004" 

length difference between the samples. So, a 3 MHz error is quite possible. 
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r i i  

> 
Axis 

r. 
2 

L + d 

Figure 4. Off-Axis Ray Trace in a Confocal Fabry-Perot Cavity. 

The lockin amplifier has trouble with another aspect of the Fabry-Perot alignment. 

If the mirrors are not positioned correctly with respect to each other, the transmission 

spectrum of the Fabry-Perot will not be a smooth spike. Instead of being smooth and 

symmetrical, it can have uneven slopes on the two sides, or additional peaks. This is 

important since the lockin amplifier dithers the tuneable laser about the resonant frequency of 

the Fabry-Perot, centering on the transmission peak. The lockin may not "lock" onto the 

same portion of an unsymmetric peak each time. The consistency of this sort of error may be 

found by losing the "lock" several times and finding it again, keeping track of the measured 

beat frequency. We find that this error varies with the quality of the mirror alignment on the 

sample. With a poorer alignment, we need a larger dither to average over a choppier peak. 

This increases the uncertainty in the measurement. However, the maximum is about 2 MHz. 

The reading of the frequency measurements also has problems. We use both a 

spectrum analyzer and a frequency counter for the « measurements. However, due to 
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equipment usage, we could only use the spectrum analyzer for this experiment. This gave an 

uncertainty of ~l/2 MHz to each measurement. This necessitated data averaging by hand, 

where we had to take multiple readings for better data statistics. Multiple readings also gave 

an indication of the quality of the alignment and lock at each temperature. 

Summary of the Experimental Sources of Error 

Since the next section of this discussion will be theoretical in nature, the above 

physical uncertainties should be summarized. They are all due to equipment properties. The 

uncertanties in both v and temperature are on the order of one percent. The basic method to 

reduce the uncertainties is to take several measurements at each point. This is easy for the 

frequency, since this only involves taking several readings at each temperature point. It is 

more time-consuming for the temperature, since this necessitates temperature cycling, 

returning to nearly the same temperatures each time. However, since the source of each 

uncertainty is different, their effect on each experiment is different. When small frequency 

changes are measured, the frequency uncertainty dominates, becoming larger than one 

percent. When large frequency changes occur, the frequency uncertainty becomes less than 

one percent, leaving the temperature uncertainty as the key problem. 

For the two experiments described in this paper, we will see such a difference. The 

cement experiment involved two very different samples of zerodur, so we had a frequency 

change of about 700 MHz. This puts the frequency and temperature uncertainties on an equal 

par. However, the mirror experiment had two similar samples of zerodur. This then gave a 

frequency change of about 90 MHz, giving an intrinsic frequency uncertainty of six percent. 

Since the mirrors cannot always be matched perfectly to the sample length, the problem of 

alignment plays the major role here. Careless alignment could change the beat frequency by 

as much as 5 MHz. Data averaging can reduce the error by repeated realigning and data 
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taking, but this is time-consuming. Unfortunately, the time is necessary for any homogeneity 

study, since the frequency changes are intrinsically small. 

In the Background of « Technique section, we made two assumptions in the 

derivation of equations (3) and (4). One was that the frequency change was so small that * 

was a constant compared to A». The second was that we could use v0, the value for the peak 

of the HeNe laser gain curve, instead of our starting frequency v # v0. At what point does our 

approximation lose its accuracy? To do this, we need to find the exact expression for «, and 

then plug this into Aa. The first term in a series expansion should be what we normally use 

for our calculations, while the second term will be the main contributor to the error. 

The Correct Derivation of « 

Strictly speaking, any « experiment is measuring the length change of the sample. 

So, we need to express the length change as a function of the frequency expansion. Say that 

at our starting temperature we have length L,and at the final temperature it is L'. We can 

rewrite equation (1) as 

Theoretical Assumptions 

L' = mc/2/ and L = mcl2v • (9) 

Taking the difference of the two equations gives 

L' - L = AL = m£ 
2 *!(?- *) 

= -mc At 
2 

(10) 

where we define / - * = A». 
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Now, we want to know the length change in comparison to the original length, so 

divide both sides by L. This yields 

= - A V -  ( I D  

However, we always use «0, the frequency at the peak of the HeNe laser bandwidth. So we 

need to define 

v = v0 + 6 

v = v + Ac = VQ + 5 + Av 

We can then plug these into equation (11) and the use the binomial expansion on the resulting 

expression. So, 

(1 + AL = -Av A , Aw + s\ "1 
V-

- -Ac + AvfAw + s *) - Av(Av>>+_^^ + ... (12) 
2 v 3 o vo 

If we divide by AT, and define «r and «c to be the real and calculated values for the thermal 

expansion coefficient, then 

«r = «c " AT t («c)2 + «c(5/"o) 1 + • • • (13) 

We see that the first term above is indeed what we normally use to calculate <x. We know that 

|s| < 500 MHz, and that Ay is often less than 1000 MHz. Taking v0 = 5 x 10^ Hz for ease of 

calculation, we see that 

6/v0 < a7v0 ~ 10"6 . 

Since the error terms go as ()^, ()^ only the first term in equation (11) really contributes 

to the error in «. The error is on the order of a^AT, or about (AT)(10"1^). Note that if 

Ac = 50,000 MHz for a 10°K temperature change, we have an error which is comparable to 
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the stability of our stable laser. But, with this high expansivity (« ~ 10"^/°K), our 

temperature control dominates the error anyway, since a millidegree change causes a 1 MHz 

change in frequency. 

The Correct Derivation of Ax 

To see how this affects Ax, we need to go back to equation (6) with our new 

expression for the frequencies. We now have two sets of starting frequencies and frequency 

changes. Souse 

An = «2 -«i = CA"21*2) - C^l/i') (14) 

where 

"1 = i-o + 51 

v ̂  v 1 + Av ^ Aw ^ 

v2 = vo +«2 

*2 = "2 + Av2 = "0 
+ 52 +a"2 

As in equation (12), we take the binomial expansion of each frequency. This yields (dropping 

the higher order terms) 

= (^1' a"2)/V0
2 + [(Ay2)2 + Av252 " (Awi)2 - Awp!]/.02 (15) 

Now if we define A*r and Aac to be the real and the calculated differential expansions, and 

similarly for cq and «2, then 

Axr = A«c + AT[(«2c)2-(«1C)2] + •A2c-£2 _ HcM 
vo vo 

— A*c + AT [ A«c( «2c + «lc) ^ + [°e2c62 ""lc5!^^ (16) 
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Again, the first term is what we typically use to calculate A*, and the terms which go 

as c*2 and «6 are the main contributors to the error. Unless An and « are on the order of 10"^, 

the portion of the error term is quite small, on the order of 10"^ or less. This means that 

we can almost always ignore this term, since Ax is usually small (< 10"^). So, our error can 

only come from the second part of the error term. In our experiments, which used zerodur, 

« ~ 10~8/°K. This means that the second portion has a magnitude of ~10"^. However, this 

can become important in the measurement of high expansion materials, where « > 10"fy°K. 

But, usually we can use our expression with no loss in accuracy. 



CHAPTER 3 

THE ZERODUR MIRROR 

Background 

In June of 1984 Professor Jacobs conducted a measurement of the differential 

thermal expansion between two pieces of zerodur from a test mirror. Kitt Peak National 

Observatory had ground this test mirror in preparation for a larger mirror to be built for 

UC Santa Cruz and UC Berkeley. The test mirror had deformed, and KPNO wanted to know 

if differences in the coefficient of thermal expansion between the top and the bottom of the 

mirror were responsible. 

Professor Jacobs measured the A* between the top and the bottom of one side of the 

mirror to be 1.4 XI0"^ /°K ±10%. To test further on the inhomogeneities in the zerodur, 

KPNO contracted with us to test the other side of the 2 meter mirror. 

Data 

Figure 5 shows the orientation of the two samples with respect to the original mirror 

blank. The initial cutting was done by KPNO, while the grinding and polishing was done by 

the optics shop at the University of Arizona. Care was taken to treat the samples the same 

way: similar polishing, quenching, etc. Note that the separation of the effective test regions 

is 42 mm. This is less than the 55 mm separation of the two samples Dr. Jacobs tested in 

June of 1984. 

Aa = «bottom" "top *s plotted in Figure 6. Since Aa is negative, we have three 

possible cases: < 0, «b < 0 < aj, and 0 < ctjj < Since A« is so small, we can 

20 
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safely assume that only the first or third cases apply here. Furthermore, in the cement 

expansivity testing, the cement sample was one of the pieces that Professor Jacobs tested. In 

the cement data section, we will deduce that «test ~ +3 xlO" Vk. Therefore, assuming that« 

is approximately constant over the mirror, we may say that the third case holds. 

A\ 
Top 

/|\ 

75 mm 42 mm 

Cut by 
KPNO 

M/ 

Bottom 

Figure 5. Orientation of the Two Samples from the Mirror. 

We noted three main features of interest. First, when the temperature is raised to a 

new high point and then lowered, the frequency is permanently shifted. This indicates that a 

permanent differential length change has occurred. We have noted in previous measurements 

of single zerodur samples that strain in the sample can be released by raising the temperature. 

This results in the sample being permanently shortened [Jacobs, Johnston, and Hansen, 

1984]. We believe that we are seeing a strain difference between the two faces of the mirror 
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Figure 6. Frequency Plot for Mirror Samples. 
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in this case. For each thermal cycle the differential length change was about 5 nm. Since we 

see a frequency decrease, AL^ - ALj. < 0. This can only occur if lAL^j > [AI^I, where both 

ALjj and ALj are negative. This indicates that the bottom sample had more strain than the top 

sample. For this reason we recommended to KPNO that some sort of heat treatment of the 

mirror blank be employed before polishing. 

The second key feature is the steep curve of the frequency plot. The two separate 

runs to 266°K have approximately the same slope. In Table I we calculate the straight-line 

slope for each pair of temperatures. Here we use 4.74 x 10^ Hz for the frequency. The 

value derived by Professor Jacobs has been adjusted to reflect that of a pair of samples with a 

42 rather than 55 mm separation. We plot Aa vs Temperature in Figure 7. The plot reveals 

that A* for the mirror varies linearly with temperature, and that the previous data matches this 

new data reasonably well. 

The third feature of the frequency plot is an interesting point. On the first cycle 

down to 266°K from 274°K, we observed a slow drift up to -30 MHz and back down to 

-90 MHz. We have previously observed such drift behavior in single samples of zerodur at 

these temperatures, especially when the temperature is changed faster than 6°K/hr.[Jacobs, 

Johnston, and Hansen, 1984] We tried to keep below this rate, and then waited four or more 

hours at each temperature to insure stability. We are not sure what caused the observed drift, 

although we did have temperature control problems at that point which may have triggered the 

drift. 

How does the data compare with our previous observations of this phenomenon? 

When lowering the temperature, we usually observe a length expansion, followed by a 

contraction. The entire cycle lasts for much longer than the normal temperature equilibrium 

time. Instead of a 2-3 hour wait, the drift will last from 5 to 30 hours. A typical plot of this is 
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TABLE I 

Slope and A* as a Function of the Temperature 

^ave (°K) ^B/at (x 10^) A* = a bottom~ atop (xlO ^/°K) 

296.4 -1.63 -0.343 ±2% 

290.4 -2.04 -0.431 ±3% 

285.3 -2.32 -0.490 ±2% 

277.9 -2.4 -0.504 ±7% 

271.6 -3.0 -0.633 ±6% 

Jacobs' data (over the range 292 - 322 °K, converted to a 42 mm separation) 

-0.50 -0.11 ±10% 

Temperature (°K) 

280 290 300 310 
-0.1 

-0.2 

-0.3 

-0.4 

-0.5 

-0.6 

Figure 7. Plot of A* vs Temperature for Mirror Samples. 
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shown in Figure 8. What we observed in this case was a 12 hour drift. The beat frequency 

increased and then decreased, suggesting that again the bottom sample expanded/contracted 

more than the top sample, in this case by about 12 nm. 

Analysis 

We seem to have a dichotomy between different plot features. Assuming that the « 

is indeed positive, the slope of the frequency plot indicates that the top sample has a greater 

expansivity than the bottom sample. Yet the drift and the strain release would indicate the 

opposite, that the bottom sample changes its length more than the top sample. We have 

decided on the following hypothesis. The drift behavior has been previously observed only 

near the points where the « approaches zero. Therefore, since the bottom sample has a 

smaller «, it will have a larger drift at that temperature. The slope indicates that «b is 

approaching zero much faster than «t, which again says that the bottom sample will have a 

larger drift term. 

We are less certain of our hypothesis for the strain release, because we have studied 

this phenomenon less. Conceivably the strain is due to the sample preparation, and then we 

are seeing the difference between induced strains. However, the glass is etched with acid to 

release the strains due to grinding and polishing. More importantly, we do not see this sort of 

behavior with other materials that we test, only with zerodur. So, this indicates that the strain 

is a function of the low expansion characteristic of the zerodur sample. Zerodur is made of 

two materials whose expansivities balance over a certain temperature range to keep the overall 

expansivity low. So, a more perfect balance may induce more strain in the sample. Since the 

bottom sample had a lower a, it had the better balance and therefore more strain. 
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Figure 8. Typical Plot of Zerodur Showing Drift Behavior. to 
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How important are these values of -3 to -6 xlO"^/°K for a telescope mirror? The 

Ten Meter Telescope group did a study of this, considering the mirror as a bimetallic strip 

[Nelson, 1984]. A differential expansion between the top and the bottom will cause the strip 

to bend as the mirror temperature changes. For a 20 °K temperature change, a A* of the 

magnitude we found would cause a deformation of approximately 1/2 wavelength in the 

2 meter mirror. This sort of temperature change can be obtained from both the variations in 

room temperature for the telescope and the difference between the polishing and operating 

temperatures. Hence the desire for a homogeneous material. 



CHAPTER 4 

THE EXPANSIVITY OF A CEMENT 

Background 

When conducting both our « and Aa experiments, we usually employ optical 

contacting to hold the mirrors onto the samples. However, this only works for glasses and 

some metals, depending on the quality of the final polish of the end faces. Certain materials, 

chiefly some metals and composite materials, cannot be polished to the smoothness necessary 

for such contacting. Since our cryostats hold the sample in a vertical position, we have 

occasionally used gravity to hold the mirrors in place. However, this makes the 

measurements extremely sensitive to outside vibrations. Also, this technique can only be used 

if the sample is a whole cylinder. We have had to test several samples which had to be shaped 

in a non-cylindrical form. In these cases the gravity method could not be used to hold the 

mirrors in place. Instead we needed to use a cement to hold the mirrors onto the samples. 

This meant that we would be measuring the expansivity of the sample plus that of the cement. 

A literature search by Professor Jacobs revealed that most cements had expansion 

coefficients greater than 10"^/°K, if the coefficient was listed at all. We can understand the 

reason for this lower limit of listed values if we calculate the length change in such a cement. 

If we rewrite equation (4) as 

AL = «LAT ; 

we can then calculate AL. If we take the cement thickness to be on the order of ten microns, 

and the expansivity to be 10"^/°K, then a ten degree temperature change yields a length 

change of ten angstroms. It is not the relative change (1 part in 10->) that is so hard to detect; 
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rather it is the attempt to measure a change of a few angstroms which is so difficult. If the 

cement thickness is increased, it is no longer being used as a cement, and can thereby change 

its density, chiefly due to solvents in the cement. This means that we cannot arbitrarily 

lengthen the cement sample to obtain a larger length change, as we can for most materials. 

We chose to identify our own cement for three reasons. First, the ten anstrom 

change in the hypothetical cement mentioned above would cause an error of 1 part in 10^ in 

the « measurement of our ten centimeter samples. Second, the expansion coefficient of any 

material varies with temperature, and so we would like to know the coefficient over a wide 

range of temperatures. Finally, the thickness of a high expansivity cement layer must be 

known in order to subtract it from the data. For many of our samples which needed cement, 

this would be a very difficult procedure. So, we decided that we needed to identify a low 

expansion cement. 

We chose sodium silicate as a likely candidate for a low-expansion cement. The 

reason was that the cements which had had their coefficients of thermal expansion listed were 

often organic. We thought that an inorganic material might prove to have a lower expansivity. 

Also, sodium silicate is partly composed of the main ingredients of glass. Since it had the 

same ingredients, we thought it might also have a coefficient of expansion with the same order 

of magnitude as glass, which is about 3 xlO"^/°K. Another key element in its choice was the 

fact that it is a liquid. This facilitates the process of obtaining a thin layer of the cement 

between the elements being cemented. 

Sodium silicate also has several interesting properties. It is transmissive to visible 

light, unlike many organic cements. It remains clear down into the 250 nm region, which 

may be useful for certain applications. However, it has several drawbacks. It tends to allow 

air bubbles to be easily trapped in the cement layer. In the process of setting, it etches the 

glass. It also sets as a solid/liquid interface, as shown in Figure 9. Only the portion actually 
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exposed to air will set. The rest remains liquid - except when placed in a vacuum. Then the 

liquid is drawn out, which compresses the cement layer. 

\ £" 

Solid 
Cement 

4/ 

Liquid Glass 

t Air Gap J 

Figure 9. Solid/Liquid Configuration of Sodium Silicate When Used as a Cement. 

Method of Measurement 

Theory 

Having chosen and used a cement, we needed to measure its expansivity. The 

choice of method was quickly settled. As shown earlier, if the expansivity was on the order 

of 10"5/°K, we needed an accuracy of 1 part in 10^. The uncertainty on this measurement 

would be the frequency stability of our stable laser (1 part in 10^ for more than 30 days). But 

if the expansion was less than this, we would be unable to detect the expansion of the cement. 

So, we really had to use the Aa technique. This choice had an additional motive. To 

measure the expansivity so accurately, we would have to carefuly analyze our Aa cryostat, to 

see what limited its accuracy. This would be helpful for us in our later experiment of 

measuring the homogeneity of two zerodur samples cut from the same mirror blank. The 

question is - how do we measure the expansivity of a ten micron sample when we are only set 

up to handle samples which are ten centimeters long? The trick is to realize that an additional 
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ten microns will not vary the cavity size by more than 0.01%. This is easily an order of 

magnitude below what would give us unwanted modes, as explained in the section on 

Background on A« Technique. So, we can cement the mirrors to a sample with a known 

coefficient of thermal expansion,and remeasure the sample. Of course, much of our accuracy 

is lost by this method. We may find the expansivity of the sample to one part in 10^, but the 

cement is only 0.01% of the length of the sample. Therefore, we can only find the 

expansivity of the cement to one part in 10^. 

To measure the cement expansivity, we were going to have to make two 

measurements with the A* cryostat. First, we would measure A* between two samples 

where both mirrors on each sample were optically contacted. This is how we normally 

measure A*. Then, we would remove one sample, cement both of its mirrors in place, and 

replace the sample in the same position as it was before. We cemented both mirrors to 

increase our sensitivity. The unchanged sample becomes a standard by which we could 

measure the change in the other sample due to the cement. In Appendix B, we show that the 

expression for the thermal expansion coefficient of the cement is 

«g = A0^")L2/Lg + «2 • (17) 

Here Lj is the length of the sample, Lg is the cement thickness, «2 is the coefficient of 

thermal expansion of the sample before cementing, and A(Aa) is the difference in the two 

Act measurements. 

Choice of Samples 

Armed with the knowledge of how to use our Ax cryostat for this experiment, we 

now had to chose two samples. We wanted to use a low-expansion material. This was 

partly because we wanted to keep the determination of «2 unnecessary. Usually « changes 

with temperature, and so for the 20°K temperature range we used for the cement 
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measurement, we would be approximating a fair amount to say that «2 was a constant. Also, 

with a low-expansion material, the temperature repeatability of scatters the data less 

than with a high expansion material. This was particularly important for this experiment since 

we needed high accuracy and highly reproducible results before cementing the sample. The 

only available low expansion samples we had were of zerodur, a glass-ceramic produced by 

Schott. This material has specifically been created for low-expansion uses. Typically for 

zerodur, a 1°K temperature change will cause a frequency change of less than 25 MHz near 

room temperature. So, the data scatter in the thermal cycling due to the temperature variations 

would be kept to a minimum. 

We also wanted to use two samples which were as similar to each other as possible. 

This would keep A« small, making the cement data easier to pick out. However, another 

factor took precedence. As mentioned earlier, the glue expansion was expected to be on the 

order of several angstroms. One of our earlier studies [Berthold, Jacobs, and Norton, 1976] 

showed that optical contacts "shrink" by about one angstrom every three days for up to two 

months after the contacting. The shrinkage would not be important during the first data set, 

when all of the mirrors would be in the same freshly contacted state. However, after 

cementing, the uncemented pair would continue to shrink. This could mask the expansion of 

the cement, so we needed two samples which had been contacted for a long period of time. 

Luckily two did exist. One was an Air Force sample we had tested in April of 1984. The 

other was from an earlier A* test on a zerodur mirror. Both had been contacted for over five 

months. They were from different batches of zerodur, but we hoped that they would not be 

too different in their expansivities. 
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Measuring the Cement Thickness 

The cement thickness was measured using a form of white light interferometry. If 

two arms of an interferometer have equal path lengths, a source of any bandwidth can produce 

fringes. The allowed inequality of the path lengths varies inversely to the bandwidth. For a 

typical white light source, we can have a path length difference of 2-3 microns. We thought 

that we could mount our cemented sample as one of the mirrors in the interferometer, and find 

fringes off of the three interfaces: the back of the sample mirror blank, the front of the sample 

mirror blank, and the end of the sample. All three surfaces are optically flat, so that an 

interference pattern can be obtained. We wanted to find the difference in the positions of the 

last two interfaces in order to determine the cement thickness. 

Unfortunately, three factors prevented the direct use of this method. First, the return 

reflections from the cement interface were very weak. Second, we had to compensate for the 

dispersion introduced by viewing the cement through the mirror blank. Finally, and most 

critically, the etching of the glass destroyed the surface quality of the two surfaces we wished 

to view. We had left uncemented portions on the interface, but these proved inadequate for 

any determination of the cement thickness. 

We were able to infer the cement thickness through another experiment. We 

cemented two microscope slides together, and subjected them to approximately the same 

conditions that the cement sample experienced. This included pressure while the cement set, 

and a four week cycle in our vacuum system. Before the vacuum exposure, the cement 

thickness was 3.8 ± 0.7 um. After the four week cycle, the thickness shrunk to 

1.9 ± 0.7 um. In both cases, the thickness was measured in the air gap next to the cement, 

rather than in the cement itself. 
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This leads to the most significant assumption of this measurement. We will assume 

that both sides of the sample have approximately the same thickness. This is significant 

because in equation (17) we see that the cement expansivity is inversely proportional to the 

cement thickness. A serious error in the thickness will translate to a serious error in the 

determination of «g. We will obtain the same order of magnitude for «g, but the coefficient 

would be wrong. However, we feel that the cement layer is indeed thin, and so are fairly 

confident that the total cement thickness is on the order of 4 um. 

Cement« Data and Analysis 

We conducted the thermal expansion measurements of the cement over the range of 

304 to 324 °K. The first data set, with both samples using optically contacted, is graphed in 

Figure 10. The difference between the thermal expansion coefficients is a constant. From our 

theory, we know that the three separate sets of data, due to three separate resonance pairs, all 

have the same slope. So, to make the best use of this, we first found the average separation 

of the three sets. The outer two data sets could then be superimposed onto the middle data 

set, to find the slope of a composite data set. The average separation was 753 ± 3 MHz, and 

the averaged slope was -34.1 MHz/°K ± 0.3%. 

Our choice of sign gave Aa = «ref - «test, where «ref was the reference sample, and 

"testwas ^ sample that would later be cemented. Using the real value for the HeNe laser 

frequency, v = 4.74 xlO^ Hz, we found that Ax = -7.19 x 10"^ /°K ± 0.3%. This meant that 

we determined Ax to three parts in 10^. We were surprised by the magnitude of the A* 

between the two samples. The reference sample (the Air Force sample) was known to have 

an « between -2 and -6 xl0"^/°K over this temperature range. So then our mirror sample, 

which was from a more recent batch, had an a between +5 and +1 xl0"^/°K. 
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Satisfied with the initial data, we cemented both mirrors onto the test sample. One 

was well centered, showing circular fringes under the mercury source. The other had four 

fringes of tilt, which translates into a 2 um change over 2 cm. We then replaced the sample in 

the cryostat. 

800 

400 

Frequency 
(MHz) 

305 315 
Temperature (°K) 

325 

-400 

-800 

Figure 10. Beat Frequency Plot Before Cementing. 

The sample took over four weeks to equilibrate. We finally decided to take 

additional data after the drift had reduced to 8 MHz per day. We then had to subtract the drift 

rate out of the frequency measurements. The data is plotted in Figure 11. The slope and Aa 

values are tabulated against the first data set in Table H 

We now must apply equation (17). From Table II we can see that 

A(Aa) = 7.6 xl0"10 ±1%. We know that L2 = 10 cm, and assume that Lg = 4 um. Since the 

test sample has an expansivity on the order of 10"^/°K, we can safely ignore it. The end 
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Figure 11. Beat Frequency Plot After Cementing. 

TABLE II 

Slope and Ax Before and After Cementing 

Slope (MHz/°K) A* (per °K xlO"8) 

no cement -34.11 ±0.3% -7.19 

with cement -34.47 ± 1% -7.27 
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result is that «g = 1.9 xlO"-V°K. As mentioned previously, the main uncertainty is in the 

determination of the cement thickness. However, the order of magnitude is correct. 

Suggestions for Future Work 

Should this type of measurement be repeated, we would need to change two aspects 

of the experiment. First, it would help immensely to have a better method for measuring the 

cement thickness. Spacers could be inserted in the cement, but these would also expand at 

their own rate. Or, we can leave more uncemented areas to use for the white-light 

interferometry. In any case, we need to reduce the uncertainty in the thickness measurement. 

We also should not use zerodur as our testing material again. There are two reasons 

for this, both of which were discussed in the preceding chapter. One is the long-term drift 

behavior of the material. This prevented us from changing the temperature very fast. It also 

may have been the source of our drift for the cement. We are not certain of this, but could 

have been certain if we had used a more stable material. 

Secondly, we have seen that zerodur has a slight "memory", since it changes its 

characteristics after being subjected to different conditions. So unless the two samples are 

treated the same after the initial data set, the next data set may not truly be related to the first 

one. In this study, we made the mistake of cycling the cement sample without the reference 

sample after the cement data set. An attempt to repeat the cement data set failed, because the « 

of the cement spmple had been changed. 



APPENDIX A 

DERIVATION OF A« 

The beat frequency is now the difference between two variable frequencies, instead 

of a stable frequency and a variable frequency. We measure 

fb = h - h  •  

The change of the beat frequency due to a temperature change is 

Afb = Af2-Afx 

= V1^L1/L1 - V2*L2JL2 , 

where we use ^7v = - ̂ /l • Since the bandwidth of a HeNe laser is about 1700 MHz, we 

can say that = *2 = •'laser t0 one in 10^. We can then write 

^ = AL1/L1 - AL2/L2 

or 

^vAT = ^l/L^T - AL2/L2AT 

= «1-«2 • 

So we define A« as 

A* = cq -«2 = .  
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APPENDIX B 

DERIVATION OF «g 

The addition of the cement gives a new coefficient of expansion for sample 2: 

«2'= ^VaT = (AL2+ALg)/(L2 + Lg)AT , 

where L2 is the length of sample 2 (the mirror separation), and Lg is the cement thickness. 

Noting that sample 1 is unchanged, which means that cq = cq', we can write 

A(Aa) = Act - Aa' 

= («1 -«2)-(«l '" a2) 

= a2 -«2 

= ^2 + ALg)/(L2 +Lg)AT - AL2/L2AT . 

Then 

(AT)A(Aa) = (L2ALg " LgAL2)/L2(L2 + Lg) . 

Now, compare the magnitudes to see which terms may be dropped. The sample length (L2) 

is approximately ten centimeters, while the cement thickness (Lg) is approximately 10"^ 

centimeters. We can thus simplify the denominator of the above expression by using 

L2 » Lg. This leaves us with 

(AT)A(Aa) = (ALg/L2) - LgAL2/(L2)2. 

To find «g, we need to solve for ALg/Lg. If we divide by Lg, and multiply by L2 we obtain 
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ALg/Lg = ATA(Aa)L2/Lg + AL2/L2 . 

Multiplying by AT gives «g as 

ALg/LgAT = «g = A(A«)L2/Lg + «2 . 
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